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Our readers make travel plans based on what
they read in Up Here. And a recent readership survey
shows the majority of our readers read the magazine cover to
cover, including all the ads.

In the Jan/Feb issue of Up here, we plan to give our readers
dozens of reasons to select the North for their next vacation.

We’ll offer a test drive of the newest driving adventure – the
highway stretching from Dawson City, Yukon to the Arctic Ocean
at Tuktoyaktuk. We’ll urge readers to come up and sample some
unique foods and culinary treats in each territory. And we’ll
provide selections of some of the best travel experiences the
North has to offer – as recommended by our residents.

But it's not just a travel issue. Backing up our review of what to
see, do and taste, are some terrific features with enduring
northern interest:

The constantly evolving Franklin story
(Franklin rises again?)

 Recent discoveries of Franklin's ships Erebus and Terror
prompted us to take another look at the value of Inuit histories
and new underwater archaeological exploration, revealing fresh
details about Franklin’s last days.

Avoiding adventure:
 Keeping an even keel in the wilderness.

 When writer Tim Edwards returned from an eight-week canoe
trip, cutting through the heart of Canada's North, he was
worried his stories would disappoint—no bears seen, almost no
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close calls on the water and good food eaten throughout. But
among wilderness paddlers, a lack of stories is a mark of a
success. Trips through the Arctic wilderness by canoe are
surprisingly simple—anyone can do it, as long as they
remember death is just around the corner for the lazy or
unprepared.

To be part of Up Here’s January/February issue, contact our
sales department at sales@uphere.ca.
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